MARINEDECK 2000®INTERIOR natural durability and comfort
MARINEDECK2000®INTERIOR technology
Being made of carefully selected cork granules and to utilize
all of the advantages and properties of cork, a high-end hybrid
synthetic binder was developed. Production facilities employ
integrated and continuous volume/weight control, special
tools, and high pressure machinery to create the required
density and all in accordance to ISO 9002.

The natural benefits of composite cork flooring
The composition of MARINEDECK2000®INTERIOR and the natural
Cork granules are excellent thermal insulators and can reduce

benefits of the cork reduce the jarring effect on the feet, leg

heat loss by 36% or lower temps by 53%. The use of cork in

and backbone. This important benefit makes life more comfort-

protective heat shields of the space shuttle is one of the most

able for anyone who walks, works or sports on it.

exciting cork applications.

MARINEDECK2000®INTERIOR in each kind of room
Interior rooms aboard ships need to reflect the feelings of
the owner. Besides a floor needs to provide a quality image.
MARINEDECK2000®INTERIOR also is the perfect answer in heavy
traffic areas.

A standard to keep up appearances
Any environment needs to be cleaned. MARINEDECK2000®INTERIOR
is easy to clean either with a vacuum cleaner or a brush and
occasionally with a mob. Cleaning advises are to be obtained
from our web site www.stazo.nl.

MARINEDECK2000®INTERIOR in wet environments

Easy installation
Of course there is a strong sense

Provided MARINEDECK2000®INTERIOR

of constructional heritage in ships.

floors are sealed against the walls, there

MARINEDECK2000®INTERIOR looks

would not be any objection to use
®INTERIOR

very attractive and is very easy to

MARINEDECK2000

apply. The installation manual is

on. MARINEDECK2000®INTERIOR is completely high pressure steam

available from our web site

water closed.

in bathrooms, kitchens, toilets, and so

www.stazo.nl.

Deciding advantages of MARINEDECK2000®INTERIOR
Excellent thermal properties
Fluid compatible
®INTERIOR

MARINEDECK2000

top coat

High load resistance

An antistatic finish makes dirt easy to remove and avoids dust

Extreme low maintenance

from accumulation. The prescribed top coat is specifically

Wear and shock resistance

®INTERIOR

developed for MARINEDECK2000

The coating meets

Pet nail resistance

the highest demands for interior marine floors. Technical data

Non flame supportive/flame distinguishing

sheets are available from our web site www.stazo.nl.

High durability performance
Excellent (sea)water resistence
Easy installation

Two standard colours of marine strips

All climat resistance

To obtain a real marine look, marine strips are specifically de-

Substantial reduction of vibrations like contact noise

signed for MARINEDECK2000®INTERIOR These strips are available

Excellent thermal properties

in black and in white and in 4 mm (1/6”) and in 8 mm (1/3”) and
can be coated with the prescribed top coat too.
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